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Brilliant Marketing: What the best marketers know, do and say (Brilliant Business)FT Press, 2009

	Marketing. Everyone knows it’s really hard to do well and marketers have never been under so much pressure. More questions are being asked about value and effectiveness than ever before. We live in a world of turbulence and flux. This book gives you the tools and the motivation to deal with this change and to go out and be described as...
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A First Course in Mathematical ModelingBrooks Cole, 2013

	Offering a solid introduction to the entire modeling process, A FIRST COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL MODELING, 5th Edition delivers an excellent balance of theory and practice, and gives you relevant, hands-on experience developing and sharpening your modeling skills. Throughout, the book emphasizes key facets of modeling, including creative and...
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Becoming an Event Planner (Masters at Work)Simon & Schuster, 2021

	A revealing guide to a career as an event planner written by W Magazine executive editor Armand Limnander and based on the real-life experiences of powerhouse event planner Bronson van Wyck—necessary reading for anyone considering a path to this profession.

	

	Becoming an Event Planner takes you...
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iPhone 3G Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You love your iPhone 3G and you’ve found out that it’s mighty simple to use out-of-the-box, but you might not know that some of its most useful and powerful features are hidden away in obscure parts of the system. You’ve found out that your iPhone 3G doesn't get in your way when you're trying to be productive or creative, but...
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Adobe After Effects CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® After Effects® CS6 provides a comprehensive set of 2D and 3D tools

	for compositing, animation, and effects that motion-graphics professionals,

	visual effects artists, web designers, and film and video professionals need.

	After Effects is widely used for digital post-production of film, video, DVD,

	and web...
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Haptic Rendering: Foundations, Algorithms and ApplicationsAK Peter, 2008

	For a long time, human beings have dreamed of a virtual world where it is possible to interact with synthetic entities as if they were real. It has been shown that the ability to touch virtual objects increases the sense of presence in virtual environments. This book provides an authoritative overview of state-of-theart haptic rendering...
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Think Better: An Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	There are thousands of books about thinking. But there are very few books that provide clear how-to information that can actually help you think better.


	Think Better is about Productive Thinking â€• why it’s important, how it works, and how to use it at work, at home, and at play. Productive Thinking is a...
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Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2005
Written for enterprise Java developers who have become disillusioned with the complexity and bulk involved with EJB development, this programming tool demonstrates how the Spring framework can make coupled code easy to manage, understand, reuse, and unit-test. Spring's employment of inversion control and aspect-oriented programming techniques...
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Informatics: 10 Years Back. 10 Years Ahead (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2001
From August 27 to 31, 2000, the International Conference and Research Center for Computer Science in Schloss Dagstuhl, Dagstuhl for short, celebrated its 10th anniversary. Since its founding in 1990, the objective of the Center has been to promote world-class research in computer science, support leading-edge continuing education, and promote the...
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Photoshop Elements 10 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Photoshop Elements 10 continues to evolve as a premier photo-editing application. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now chock-full of features that appeal to everyone who uses a camera, a cell phone camera, or a tablet camera.

	

	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many...
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Practical Salesforce.com Development Without Code: Customizing Salesforce on the Force.com PlatformApress, 2014

	Are you facing a challenging Salesforce.com problem--say, relating to automation, configuration, formulation, or reporting--that you can't quite crack? Or maybe you are hoping to infuse some creativity into your solution design strategy to solve problems faster or make solutions more efficient? Practical Salesforce.com Development...
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Skip the Line: The 10,000 Experiments Rule and Other Surprising Advice for Reaching Your GoalsHarper Perennial, 2021

	
		The entrepreneur, angel investor, and bestselling author of Choose Yourself busts the 10,000-hour rule of achieving mastery, offering a new mindset and dozens of techniques that will inspire any professional—no matter their age or managerial level—to pursue their passions and quickly acquire the skills...
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